
 
 

CLUB CHAMPIONS 

S1.  TONY TRIPPIER                           

S2.  ANDY OVERTON 

S3.  NATHAN HARRIS 

S4.  STEVE REDFERN 

S5.  CLIVE PADDEN 

S6.  MALCOLM HOWELL 

S7.  TONY TRIPPIER 

S8.  GRAHAM GORTON 

S9.  STEVE REDFERN 

S10 STEVE HEALEY 

S11 MARK EAGLES 

S12 STEVE HEALEY 

S13 

CLUB CASHES 

TOD WOOD (four) 

ANDY DUNCAN (three) 

BRIAN YATES (three) 

GRAHAM GORTON (twice) 

MARCEL FURET 

TONY TRIPPIER 

STEVE REDFERN 

DALE MACCHIARELLI 

STEVE BAYLIFF 

WOZZA CARLESS 

ADAM PHELAN 

DEBJANI DUNCAN 

STEVE HEALEY 

S 12 F/T POS SEASON 13  WEEK 5 PLD PTS P/L WINS RANK MOVE 

14 38/64 1 TOD WOOD 5 40 +£588 6 2 -1 

15 7/17 2 GARETH HOWARD 5 36 +£321 1 6 +5 

2 7/9 3 TONY GRIFFITHS 4 26 +£154 1 - ----    

16 36/72 4 PAUL FOY 5 25 -£320 2 9 +11 

7 5/8 5 MATT KAY 3 23 +£103 1 - ----    

- 2/5 6 SEAN PRIEST 5 21 +£34 1 - - 

17 4/16 7 ADAM SMITH 5 18 -£38 0 17 +1 

- 3/5 8 KEVIN BERRIE 5 15 -£50 0 - - 

1 20/35 9 STEVE HEALEY 5 13 +£51 1 1 +1 

9 9/22 10 KEV O’DRISCOLL 4 12 +£58 1 12 -3 

4 39/73 11 BRIAN YATES 5 12 -£403 3 11 -1 

11 13/27 12 CHRIS BAKER 5 10 +£34 1 - - 

8 38/69 13 TONY TRIPPIER 5 10 +£250 5 14 +3 

28 33/66 14 STEVE REDFERN 5 10 +£365 7 10 -3 

10 12/23 15 JAY SCOTT 5 10 -£57 0 15 +1 

- 19/34 16 GRAHAM GORTON 5 10 +£1 1 22 = 

19 14/28 17 MATT WILSON 4 9 +£90 1 13 +1 

20 2/9 18 CLAIRE THORNTON 4 8 -£43 0 - - 

6 15/34 19 ADAM PHELAN 4 8 +£201 4 4 = 

23 4/9 20 JOHN HARFIELD 3 5 -£90 0 27 = 

5 34/59 21 ANT WILLIAMS 5 4 +£21 3 18 -6 

- 8/17 22 DAWN WILSON 5 3 -£26 0 23 +1 

22 4/15 23 NIC RAWLINGS 5 1 -£129 0 28 = 

13 21/49 24 ANDY OVERTON 3 1 -£40 3 20 -7 

21 7/20 25 LAURA RHODEN 4 0 -£148 0 26 -1 

 

 

 

 



 

RACE FOR THE TITLE 

Can Tod Wood become the first player to complete the BCPC “Grand Slam?” 

We will find out the answer to that question tonight as only Gareth Howard or 

Tony Griffiths can prevent Tod completing his set of victories in the League, 

Online League Title, Online Premiership Title and Heads-Up Title (Having also 

won TWO trips to Vegas to boot!)  

Gaz has 3 second places to his name from 5 games this season and will need at 

least a 5
th

 place tonight to have a chance of passing Tod at the top while Tony 

must win and hope that Tod fails to get a point. 

With current Champion Steve Healey now sitting in 9
th

 spot on 13 points, that 

means that EVERY PLAYER still has the chance of winning a seat next season if 

you can do the business tonight. Good Luck everyone. 

THIS MONTH’S WINNERS 

Pride of place has to go to that man Tod Wood again who won flights, 

accommodation and a $1500 seat in the WSOP Monster Stack event for a total 

package of £2090 in our Vegas event two weeks ago (see separate piece). 

A big score also on March 14
th

 for Dale Macchiarelli who chopped an event at 

Hill Street, taking home £1250 . 

Steve Bayliff won a total of $580 for taking down the BCPC Online Premiership 

for a 3
rd

 time. 

Brian Yates was 3
rd

 on Poker Stars in a PLO event for $360 on March 31
st

. 

Brian Yates was 5
th

 on Poker Stars in a PLO event for $174 on March 25
th

.  

Brian Yates was 18
th

 on Poker Stars for $236 on April 3rd 

AGM TONIGHT 

As stated in the last newsletter, there are two vacancies on the committee 

now available following the resignations of Steve Redfern (treasurer) and Andy 

Duncan.  Matthew Wilson will be absent tonight but has put himself forward 

for the treasurer’s position. If anyone else wants to join the committee then 

this is your chance. 



 

SEASON 13 PAYOUTS 

Champion - £400 (GPS) seat plus £200 (25/25) seat 

2
nd

 & 3
rd

 - £400 (GPS) seat 

4
th

, 5
th

 & 6
th

 - £200 (25/25) seat 

7
th

, 8
th

 & 9
th

 - £100 Goliath or DTD seat 

DATES FOR SEASON 14 

FRIDAY MAY 8
TH

 – WEEK 1 

FRIDAY JUNE 5
TH

 – WEEK 2 

FRIDAY JUNE 26
TH

 – BCPC OMANIA CLASSIC (PLO & PLO8 MIXED) 

SATURDAY JULY 4
TH

 – FUND VEGAS DEEPSTACK (2PM) 

FRIDAY JULY 10
TH

 – WEEK 3 

SATURDAY JULY 18
TH

 – SUMMER DEEPSTACK VI (2PM) 

FRIDAY JULY 31
ST

 – HEADS-UP CHAMPIONSHIPS 

FRIDAY AUGUST 7
TH

 – WEEK 4 

FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 4
TH

 – WEEK 5 

FRIDAY OCTOBER 2
ND

 – WEEK 6 

SEASON 14 TO BREAK ALL RECORDS? 

There is the possibility that for Season 14 we could crack the 30-player mark 

for players in a single BCPC Season for the first time. Confirmed as leaving us 

from this season is Steve Redfern but as far as I am aware, all the other 24 

players will be back. 

Former players who have stated that they will be back in May are ex-Champion 

Mark Eagles, Dale Macchiarelli, Wozza Carless, Will Young & Steve Smart.  

Calum McLuckie & another former Champion Nathan Harris are possibles 

while Steve Watkins will be the only newbie. 



 

NEW TABLE LAYOUT 

A few people have been asking the question “How much longer will we be 

allowed to play at the Talbot?”  Well my answer is that certainly for the 

foreseeable future, this Club has no plans or intentions to move venues, either 

temporarily or permanently.  Ajay has always backed us 100% and as far as I 

am concerned, he continues to do so. He has always been honest and upfront 

with me about changes made to the pub and he continues to want our 

business. 

Having said that, on MY suggestion, when we cut down from 3 to 2 tables 

during our matchnights, we will now have the final two tables in the backroom.  

This will benefit both us, as we will have a more intimate atmosphere, and also 

the diners in the restaurant, as they won’t have to hear cries of “How can you 

call with that shit??!!” ringing out across the room ☺. 

VEGAS MONSTER STACK GOES TO RUNGOODWOOD 

After winning our previous competition to send a player to Las Vegas to play 

the APAT North American Championships (and then cashing!), Tod Wood 

began this 9-handed event as favourite, being the only player to have won 3 

satellites, giving him the maximum 15,000 starting stack. Both Brian Yates and 

Steve Freer had 2 wins (10,000) while Adam Smith and Matt McKinlay had 

5000 chips each. Matt Wilson, Matt Kay, Will Young and Tony Trippier all 

stumped up the £100 buy-in on the day. 

Tod made an excellent start too and was set to become an absolute massive 

chip-leader when Matt Kay was all-in with A-K Vs Tod’s K-K but an Ace on the 

river brought him back into the pack. 

By the first break Steve Freer gained 5000 extra chips for having the high-hand, 

making a K-High flush on the FINAL hand to become chip-leader and with 8 

rebuys and 7 add-ons, the prizepool had hit a superb £2090. 

Matt Kay and Tod clashed again on a 9-9-4-2 board with Matt holding a 9 and 

Tod pocket 2’s……but a 4 on the river sent Matt into the break at level 5 as 

chip leader. 



 

Unfortunately for him, he then went absolutely card dead until flopping a set 

of Jacks against Brian’s all-in shove with A-Q and that put him right back in the 

mix. 

It was looking now like a three-horse race involving Matt, Tod and Steve but 

Tony was starting to play very disciplined and looking like the player of old. 

Steve then went on a massive heater, flopping sets twice in one orbit and 

suddenly we were down to just 4 players and Steve held half the chips in play. 

That became three when on a Q-High,3-club flop, Tony shoved Q-10 and Steve 

snapped him off with K-9, (with 9c) and a K on the turn saw Tony exit in 4
th

 and 

Steve up to 86k. 

On the very next hand Matt was gone too when he also shoved Q-10 pre but 

Tod’s ace-high was good enough on a blank board. 

Steve held a decent chip lead at the start of the heads up and that got bigger 

when he flopped two pair and shoved over Tod’s raise. He then BEAT Tod with 

J-6 off and for all the world looked on the way to Vegas. Then came THE hand. 

On a K-High board Steve checked and Tod bet. Steve shoved holding K-3….but 

Tod had A-K and the kicker held to shift a 4-1 chip advantage over to Tod. 

Soon after it was all over. Steve flopped middle pair and shoved but Tod had 

flopped a set of 6’s and that was all she wrote. Tod, yet again, was off to Vegas 

Baby!! 

This was a superb tournament and a great day’s poker, which I think everyone 

who took part enjoyed. It was a very serious game, yet we all had a great laugh 

and the structure and buy-in were all excellent too. 

It has also spawned our latest venture for 2016 which is…….. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

BCPC VEGAS PARTY 2016  

Following Tod Wood's  victory in our Vegas Monster Stack tournament, he has won himself 
flights, accomodation plus the $1500 entry to the stated tournament from the magnificent 
prizepool of £2090. 
Unfortunately, Tod is unable to play this year's event and so has decided to target next year's 
event instead. 
This has given us the opportunity to have a BCPC party in Las Vegas in June 2016 so we are 
throwing this open to anyone who wishes to join us. 
Brian Yates , Tony Trippier  and Chris Baker  are all joining Tod on his trip next year, with the 
intent of playing loads of poker, watching England at strange kick-off times in Euro 2016 and 
maybe even having a few drinks too if there is time :) 
We also intend to be railing Tod  at The Rio when he takes this WSOP event down for over 
$1million! 
The trip will leave on either Thursday June 9th or 16th, (dependent upon the date of the event) 
for 9 days, so if you fancy joining us, then please list your name below. 
We are planning on travelling together, though of course, people will be free to make their own 
plans if they prefer. 
Also, if we get enough interest, we may look at renting a Villa to house us all, if that was a more 
cost effective option. 
If you cannot make those dates, then there is no need to list your name as they will not be 
changing. 

The following players have currently listed an interest….Ant Williams, Joey 

Williams (+1), Dave Allen, Jay Scott, Yvette Smith, Will Young, Steve Healey, 

Gaz Howard, Terri Timmins, Courtney Penn, Matt Wright, Stuart Slater, Tony 

Griffiths, Gary Phillips, Wozza Carless, Ger Smyth, Stu Ward and a Chris Baker 

+1. 

We will be looking at booking around November and the cost of return flights 

plus accommodation should be around the £600 mark so if you are serious 

about going then get saving! 

We will also be playing a “Fund Vegas Deepstack” at the Talbot on Saturday 

July 4
th

 which will be a £50 entry with £30 re-buys and add-ons. This will give 

£600 to the winner which should fund one trip. The remainder will go to the 

runner-up and satellites will be running online and also live, if enough people 

can be bothered to stay and play one after being eliminated from the League 

games!   

Hopefully, we can run several of these events in the next 12 months. 

 

 



 

STEVE BAYLIFF WINS ONLINE PREMIER LEAGUE VII 

Steve “Scouse 3465” Bayliff had to win a play-off game to qualify for the Live 

final of Premier League VII. He then had to rely on a lift from Andy Kingan to 

get down from Liverpool to play the game and once he had done that, he had 

to get lucky when shoving all-in blind with 10-4 into Gaz Howard’s A-A and 

hitting both a 10 and a 4. 

Other than that, it was business as usual for Scouse as he took the Title for the 

3
rd

 time, beating Adam Smith ($150) Heads-Up with Gaz ($80) back in 3
rd

. 

Scouse took the trophy back to Liverpool, plus $250 and a $330 (£200) seat, 

which all of the players completing the League season will have a 50% share in. 

Steve will probably play a GUKPT side event in Cardiff. 

Premier League VIII will commence late summer. 

BAG A PAIR, WIN A CHAIR  

This new innovation begins tonight and will replace the card until the end of 

Season 14. 

Cost is £2 per go and for every 25 sold, each player gets dealt 2 cards from a 

single pack. Every player dealt a pair then goes into the final for a £100 seat of 

their choice. 

The minimum prizepool is £100 (no maximum) and if only one player has a 

pair, then he gets the seat. If more than one player have a pair then they play 

one hand of poker, with the winner taking the seat and the other winner(s) 

sharing 50% of any winnings as per standard BCPC rules. 

If no pairs are dealt when the £100 pool is reached, then we continue in 

multiples of £50 until we find a winner.  

The player can use the £100 to play whatever event(s) he/she wishes but it 

MUST be used to stake a live poker tournament. 

This innovation was formed from an original idea by Gaz Howard and has been 

given committee approval so  I would hope that you will all support this event 

to see if we can make it work. 



 

 


